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BACKGROUND

RESULTS

• DECLARE-TIMI 58 included 17,160 patients with or at risk for 
atherosclerosis and CrCl >60 mL/min

• CysC was measured in 3,698 patients using a case-cohort design
• HRs were determined in placebo-treated patients for key outcomes 

according to serum CysC levels and CysC-based measures of 
kidney function and adjusted for baseline characteristics

• The major outcomes included CVD/HHF, MACE (defined as 
cardiovascular death, myocardial infarction, or ischemic stroke), and 
renal composite (≥40% decrease in estimated glomerular filtration 
rate to <60 ml per minute per 1.73 m2 of body-surface area, new 
end-stage renal disease, or death from renal causes)

• The treatment effect of dapagliflozin vs. placebo according to 
baseline levels of CysC, modeled as a continuous variable, for key 
outcomes was estimated

• SGLT2i reduce the risk of CV and kidney events in type 2 diabetes 
(T2D)

• Cystatin C (CysC) is a marker of kidney function less dependent on 
body composition than creatinine (Cr)

• We hypothesized that CysC-based measures of kidney function 
would be associated with CV and kidney outcomes in DECLARE-
TIMI 58, a T2D dapagliflozin trial that excluded patients with worse 
than mild CKD

• Higher baseline CysC levels and lower CysC-based measures of 
kidney function were associated with higher rates of CVD/HHF, 
MACE, and renal composite after multivariable adjustment

• The gradient of HRs was stronger with the KDIGO risk categories 
(incorporation of albuminuria)

• The relative benefit of dapagliflozin was consistent irrespective of 
CysC level for all outcomes

TABLE 1

METHODS

Relationship between 
Cystatin C, Cardiovascular 
Events and Kidney Outcomes 
in DECLARE–TIMI 58

• These findings suggest a role for CysC levels and CysC-based 
measures of kidney function in the risk prediction for CV and kidney 
outcomes independent of traditional measures of kidney function

• Patients showed a similar benefit from dapagliflozin regardless of 
baseline CysC level

CONCLUSION
• In patients with T2D and preserved kidney function, CysC levels and 

CysC-based measures of kidney function were both associated with 
higher rates of CV and kidney events independent of Cr-based eGFR

• The ability of CysC-based measures to identify individuals who may 
derive greater benefits from SGLT2i requires further investigation

DISCLOSURE INFORMATION

FIGURE 1

DISCUSSION

FIGURE 3
Treatment effect of dapagliflozin vs. placebo according to baseline 
serum CysC levels for CVD/HHF, MACE, and renal composite. Red line 
indicates HR; shading indicates the 95% confidence interval.
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Serum CysC and CysC-based measures of 
kidney function had strong associations with CV 
and kidney outcomes independent of creatinine-
based eGFR. KDIGO risk categories increased 
the gradient across quartiles.

Hazard ratios for CVD/HHF, MACE, and renal composite in the DECLARE-TIMI 58 placebo 
group (N=1899) according to CysC-based eGFR and CysC-based KDIGO (Kidney Disease: 
Improving Global Outcomes) risk categories.

Cystatin C at Baseline Cystatin C at Baseline

MACE

Renal Composite

All groups adjusted for age, sex, Cr-based eGFR (CKD-EPI, categories cut at 60 and 90), race, 
smoking, history of HF, BMI, T2DM duration, insulin use, CAD, MI, ischemic stroke, PAD, 
dyslipidemia, and HTN.

Hazard ratios for CVD/HHF, MACE, and renal composite in the DECLARE-TIMI 58 placebo 
group (N=1899) according to serum CysC quartiles. Abbreviations: CVD, cardiovascular death; 
HHF, hospitalization for heart failure; MACE, major adverse cardiovascular event.

C-Stat:                      0.72 0.66 0.71

All groups adjusted for age, sex, Cr-based eGFR (CKD-EPI, categories cut at 60 and 90), race, 
smoking, history of HF, BMI, T2DM duration, insulin use, CAD, MI, ischemic stroke, PAD, 
dyslipidemia, and HTN.

FIGURE 2
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P-Trend:                   0.0009 0.0005 0.0095
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Cystatin C at Baseline

Abbreviations: HF, heart failure; PAD, peripheral artery disease; CAD, 
coronary artery disease; CVD, cerebrovascular disease; DM, diabetes mellitus

CI:
Q2 (0.61, 1.21)
Q3 (0.91, 1.74)
Q4 (1.15, 2.33)

CI:
Q2 (0.79, 1.28)
Q3 (0.89, 1.44)
Q4 (1.24, 2.11)

CI:
Q2 (0.46, 2.36)
Q3 (0.96, 4.36)
Q4 (1.13, 5.93)


